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Abstract. Computer Supported Cooperation has developed into a quite mature 
technology over time. Key factors such as awareness and synchronization be-
tween cooperating partners and work bench are widely solved. For application 
in real live, some tools are available, some in use, but the general breakthrough 
did not happen. Well known “Globalization” is a field where CSCW and similar 
tools can bring major contribution – but also new challenges have to be faced as 
user groups, or teams, will  encounter more and more people from different na-
tionalities and cultural background. Therefore, adaptation is needed  beyond 
social behavior where culture becomes a key factor and resulting flexibility of 
CSCW-tools becomes a must. As a respond to this demand, Tailor-SMaDe 
(Tailorable Software Modeling and Design) has been developed as web-based 
synchronous groupware tool that supports globally distributed work. The tool 
provides high flexibility by allowing users to tailor their collaboration environ-
ment. It is implemented as a web-based application, which adds to the advan-
tage that users need only to use their web-browsers to access the application. 
Tailor-SMaDe is built modularly so as to ease future extension of the  
groupware. Tailor-SMaDe is intended to be equipped with a culturally-aware 
expert system that suggests the most optimal configuration of a collaboration 
environment. 
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1 Introduction 

This work presents a conceptual design to integrating two aspects of globally distri-
buted work - human-computer interaction and human-human interaction into one 
collaboration environment.  

On the human-computer interaction part, we introduce a web-based synchronous 
groupware prototype - Tailor-SMaDe as a tool that supports globally distributed work 
which specifically supports but is not limited to software design activities. On  
the human-human interaction part, we describe Intercultural Collaboration Environ-
ment Expert System (ICEES), a web-based expert system that suggests the most  
optimal collaboration environment settings depending on the cultural background of 
the participants.  
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The success of team work generally depends on factors like how well the team mem-
bers can cooperate with one another in order to accomplish their common tasks. Assum-
ing that the team members are able to communicate and cooperate well with one another, 
the fact that each member may have differing preferences in performing their tasks 
should not be neglected, as this may play an important role in the success of the collabo-
ration. We share the same opinion as many researchers in this area like Wulf et al. [1], 
Slagter [2], that a flexible groupware should be able to fulfill the ever-changing demands 
of the collaborators, both in the group level as well as in the individual level. The usual 
groupware found in the market are those designed to satisfy the requirements of a wide 
range of users with varying functions and tasks [3]. such generic groupware are not capa-
ble to fulfill the requirements of specific group with specific characteristics [1].  

Also, tasks of a group work change over time. Varying tasks also means varying 
requirements on the collaboration tools. In our opinion, a flexible groupware should 
be able to provide an integrated collaboration environment for the collaborators and 
allow the collaborators to choose the tools they require at that moment to complete 
their common tasks. By integrated collaboration environment we mean that the users 
need not switch from one tool to another, hence losing the group awareness.  

These are the reasons why a groupware need to be flexible. We intend to provide 
flexibility by providing tailorability. Tailoring belongs to the area of adaptable system 
[4], where the users trigger the changes in the system as a result to the changes that 
occurred in their requirements. 

The impact of globalization on software development has introduced offshoring 
and outsourcing of software development [5], [3]. This phenomenon induces the need 
that global team members possess cultural understanding and competence. When 
providing a collaboration platform for globally distributed work, cultural differences 
often become the hindrance to the success of collaboration [6]. Cultural differences 
may lead users to operate using their tools differently and have different attitudes 
towards the applications they are using [7]. Although global players are well aware of 
the importance of cultural competence in distributed collaboration, many are over-
whelmed in attempting to learn and adopt cultural knowledge into their work 
processes. The same is also valid when applying groupware as a means of distributed 
collaboration. Most of the groupware available in the market are not equipped to sup-
port users with differing cultural backgrounds [8]. In response to this, we introduce 
ICEES [9] as the ambassador in providing cultural awareness for groupware users.    

2 Tailor-SMaDe - A Web-Based Tailorable Synchronous 
Groupware 

Tailor-SMaDe (Tailorable Software Modeling and Design) is a web-based tailorable 
synchronous groupware which was initially designed to support distributed software 
design activities. Its modular structure, however, allows it to be extended with other 
tools and other collaboration components, that makes it more flexible in its applica-
tion area.  The synchronous groupware provides an integrated platform for real-time 
distributed collaboration. It is implemented as a web-application that exploits the 
latest web-technologies such as HTML5 [10], [11] and WebSockets [12], [13].  
Characteristic to this synchronous groupware is user empowerment to tailor their own 
collaboration environment. Tailoring can be performed prior to a session begin  
(during a session configuration phase) or during a running session.  
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The tailorable synchronous groupware can be accessed through HTML5-enabled 
browsers like Google Chrome and Firefox. The web-application is deployed in a  
web-server and co-exists with the WebSocket server and a MySQL database server. 
The WebSocket server is responsible in rendering the selected components to all the 
client browsers during a running session. As soon as clients have joined a session, the 
WebSocket server generates the necessary connections with the clients. The number 
of connections created per session depends on the number of components selected for 
the session and the number of clients. If one client updates the state of a shared  
artifact, the WebSocket server forwards the update to all clients connected to that 
particular session. This way, the synchronization of the distributed work is maintained 
at real-time. The only components that are administered by the WebSocket server are 
the audio and video components. The audio and video transmission is managed by 
WebRTC API [14], which is an open source API for enabling web-browsers with 
real-time communications. At the time this paper is written, a session set up with 
audio or video transmission is only accessible through Google Chrome web browser. 

2.1 Tailor-SMaDe's Modules 

Tailor-SMaDe consists of four main modules; user management module, session 
management module, conference management module and groupware components 
module. The user management module provides the interface for users to manage 
their profiles like personal information, areas of interests, location and so on. Through 
the session management module users are able to create or modify session, while  
the conference management module presents users with all the existing sessions and 
provides the entry point to the session to which the user has been invited to. The 
groupware components module is composed of sub-modules relevant to a groupware. 
In our case, these are collaboration components sub-module, communication compo-
nents sub-module, coordination components sub-module, session control components 
sub-module, awareness sub-module, concurrency and consistency sub-module. The 
components of these sub-modules are summarized in  Table 1. 

Table 1. Groupware Components Module  

Groupware Components Module 
Sub-Module Components 

Collaboration  
shared workspace, shared UML Editor, shared HTML Editor, 

graphical Editor 

Communication Text chat (shared and private), audio and video chat 

Coordination Group calendar, project management 

Session Control 
Stop session, modify session, modify layout, modify user 

roles, modify tools 

Awareness Multiple tele-pointer,  colour coding, running session history  

Consistency & concurrency 

mechanism 
Locking of shared artifact 
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Although a video component is normally deployed together with audio component, 
we implemented the two components as two separate entities. This is to provide the 
possibility for users who prefer to only hear their collaborators rather than hearing and 
seeing them to do so.  

The session control components are destined mainly for a tailor - the user  
who creates the session and possesses the role manager. Roles in Tailor-SMaDe are 
explained in section 2.2.  

To provide workspace awareness, each participant of a session can be equipped 
with a tele-pointer. Each participant is also assigned a colour either manually (chosen 
by the session author) or automatically by the system. Provided that the multiple-tele-
pointer option is included in the session, the assigned colour is displayed together 
with the name of the participant below the user's pointer. The colour coding is also 
applied to the text chat component. 

Generally, to maintain consistency of the shared artifacts in the shared workspace, 
the locking mechanism [15] is applied.  

2.2 User Roles and Shared Artifacts in Shared Workspace 

Any registered user can be a tailor; i.e. a group representative who defines the charac-
teristics and behaviour of a collaboration environment. However, only one person can 
tailor a session at a time, be it during session configuration phase or during a running 
session. To enable the latter, we implement user roles as a mean to assign user  
with tailoring rights while at the same time confining some other users with limited 
access to the collaboration tools if this is desired. To enhance flexibility, users' roles 
are also made adjustable during a running session. The user roles implemented in 
Tailor-SMaDe are as follows: 

1. Manager: this reflects the super user of the groupware. Users possessing this role 
have absolute access to all the components in the collaboration environment, and 
hence can perform any modification required. This role also grants the owner to 
adjust other users' access to the collaboration components or change other users' 
roles completely to another.  

2. Contributor: represents users who actively contribute to the common task, are 
granted some access to the collaboration environment components.  

3. Viewer: are users who are present in the session but have little or no contribution to 
the common work, and therefore have little access to the session's selected tools. 

2.3 Tailoring Activities 

As aforementioned, the provision of tailorability is aligned to Mørch's [4] customiza-
tion level. Users are presented a pallette of components they can select from, and are 
able to configure their collaboration environment according to their group's require-
ments. The act of tailoring can be performed prior to session begin or during a session 
configuration phase, and during a running session phase.  

During a session configuration phase, a groupware user can either create a new 
session, modify or delete an existing session. Since any user can perform tailoring, it 
is imperative that the system maintain the integrity of the relationship between session 
owner and session. For this, session authorship is applied to each session. Fig. 1  
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depicts the session authorship mechanism. If a logged in user opts for modifying a 
session, his UserID is matched against the session and the session authors. If he is the 
author of a session, then he is allowed to modify, copy or delete the session. If he is 
not the author of a session, then he is only allowed to copy the session.  

Tailoring during a running session can only be performed by a user possessing the 
manager role. We classify the tailoring activities during a running session into four 
types; namely: modify session, modify roles, modify tools and modify layout. Modify 
session means changing the parameters of the session like reducing the number of 
participants by kicking out some participants, extending the session duration. Here, 
the previously assigned user roles can be changed and individually modified. For 
example, a user who was previously assigned a viewer role requested for allowance to 
contribute using a chat text. The manager can either change his role to become  
contributor role or simply add the text chat access for this user. The following figures 
Fig.  3 and Fig. 4 show the difference in access grants to the text chat tool.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Session Authorship Mechanism Fig. 2. Running Session Layout 

Also during a running session, tools can be added and deleted according to the momen-
tary requirement. Additionally, the layout of the session can be determined dynamically 
through dragging and dropping the components into the desired space as illustrated in Fig.  
2. In order to guarantee an intact provision of workspace awareness [16], the workspace is 
guarded by a rule that prevents tailors from dropping into the center space.    

 

Fig. 3. Viewer Role Fig. 4. Contributor Role 
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3 ICEES - A Culturally Aware Expert System 

Intercultural Collaboration Environment Expert System (ICEES) is a knowledge-
based system that recommends the most optimal groupware settings based on users' 
cultural background. The cultural knowledge and user preferences on the groupware 
components and features are obtained from a field research study that was performed 
for Germany, Malaysia and Indonesia. The three countries have been chosen due to 
the long-term educational cooperation between the Engineering Faculties of Universi-
ty of Duisburg-Essen, University Kebangsaan Malaysia and Universitas Indonesia. 
ICEES is also a web-based system, which is hosted in a web-server and is equipped 
with a MySQL database server.  

3.1 ICEES Knowledge-Base and Rules 

The cultural knowledge included in ICEES consists of the common cultural dimen-
sions [17], [9], like High-Low context, Individualism-Collectivism, Specific-Diffuse, 
Monochromic-Polychromic and Power Distance. The following table shows a sample 
of the ICEES knowledge base.  

Table 2. ICEES knowledge-base sample 

Cultural 
dimension 

Rule 
If Then 

Specific User strongly agrees to keep private and 

business agenda separate 

Private chat is recommended 

User strongly disagrees to keep private 

and business agenda separate 

Public chat is recommended 

Polychromic User prefers to do one thing after another 

and needs to be fully alert of all the 

changes done by other users 

Recommended awareness mode is tight  

Users prefer to do several things at a time 

and do not need to be alert of all changes 

done by other users  

Recommended awareness mode is loose 

4 Integrating ICEES into Tailor-SMaDe - Cultural Adaptivity 
Meets Groupware Tailorability 

In this section, we elucidate our concept in integrating ICEES into Tailor-SMaDe so 
as to provide a wholesome web-based tailorable, culturally aware synchronous 
groupware. Although the two systems occupy the two areas of adaptability; adaptable 
system and adaptive system, we do not intend to transform the system into an adap-
tive system, instead we mean to sustain the two qualities altogether.  The resulting 
system should remain tailorable, while it additionally suggests the most optimal col-
laboration environment configuration for a specific cultural composition.  
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ICEES will be integrated into Tailor-SMaDe as an independent module which in 
turn is composed of sub-modules and components. We call this module the cultural 
awareness module, as depicted in Fig.  5. 

 

Fig. 5. Integration of ICEES in Tailor-SMaDe 

ICEES makes use of the user information that is administered by the user man-
agement module. Personal information like language proficiency, country of origin, 
gender, age and so on are used as inputs. The resulting suggestion is displayed in the 
session configuration phase, prior to confirming the submission of the session confi-
guration. The session author can accept the suggestion, which will lead to automatic 
alteration of the manually inputted session configuration, or reject the suggestion. If 
the suggestion has been rejected during the session configuration phase, the system 
will make the suggestion accessible during the running session, in case the manager 
should need it as a reference in the course of changing the collaboration environment.  

5 Evaluation Concept 

The tailorable synchronous groupware presented in this paper is yet to be evaluated 
for its usability. The usability aspect we intend to evaluate is: Usability through the 
enhancement of collaboration efficiency. Since tailorability is implemented in order to 
attain a flexible and adaptable system, it becomes important to determine whether the 
tailorability introduced in the synchronous groupware indeed enhances the efficiency 
of collaboration.   

To evaluate our system, we adhere to the Keystroke-Level-Model (KLM) [18] - an 
instrument to measure the execution time of a group task, introduced in the Human-
Performance Models (HPM) [19]. However, instead of using the KLM framework, 
we intend to implement a user activity monitoring application in the groupware. This 
application records users interactions with the graphical user interface components 
within a running session. The user activities are categorized into tailoring activities 
and collaboration activities.  

Our evaluation method is described as follows: 

1. Step 1: define a benchmark scenario. A standard scenario is selected, typically 
from within the domain of software design.  

2. Step 2: set up a contradicting session. To test the tailorability of the system, a ses-
sion is set up using a non-tailorable system. Alternatively, Tailor-SMaDe can be 
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also used to configure a session where the tailoring functions of the session are 
deactivated.     

3. Step 3: compare group performance. The group performance is measured by  
subtracting the session end time with session start time. For the non-tailorable  
system, the collaboration time = session duration, while for a tailorable system  
collaboration time = session duration - tailoring time.      

When evaluating the integrated culturally aware synchronous groupware Tailor-
SMade, we intend to combine the previously described quantitative evaluation with a 
qualitative evaluation. For the qualitative evaluation, a generic user questionnaire will 
be generated.  

6 Conclusions   

The concept described in this paper combines two key aspects of flexibility, or better 
say options for adaptation of a CSCW session: 

a) Choice groupware components which are best suited for a work scenario 
with a given team 

b) Choice of groupware components based on the actual team consisting of 
members with different cultural background. 

While decisions under option a) can be made by the ream members, depending on 
working conditions or personal preferences, b) is more an advisory system, making 
suggestions to the team automatically.  

In global acting industry, both options must be available to allow smooth coopera-
tion and best results. But such a system becomes very complex, by combining tech-
nical components to be used based on decisions following advises made by acting 
persons or based on hints developed from findings in social science. Authors are in 
process do run further case studies under supervision in order to prove efficiency of 
this combined concept. 
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